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435Figure 20.3: Placement of the straw
tracking

stations in
the scallop

region
of the vacuum

chamber. The side line is the a lost muon with momentum
sleightly below

the beam
energy

of 3.1 GeV.flanges that allow
for installation

and
servicing of the tracking detectors.

Each
tracking

detector consists of 11
tracking

stations as shown
in

Fig. 20.3.
Each

tracking
station

station
has two

planes of straws.
The

planes are
in
a
UV

configuration

oriented ±7.5 �
from

the vertical direction.
Each

plane consists of a
close-pack

doublet of

straws.There are two types of stations to account for the decreasing width in the scalloped region

Type

Straws
Stations

Spares
Total

Type-24

96

6

2

768

Type-16

64

5

2

448

Total per calorimeter

1216

Total for 2 calorimeters

2432

Table
20.3:

Total number of straws in
the

stacking
system.

The
first two

rows are
the

numbers per calorimeter station.

What Tracking Does for g-2 
•  The goal of the g-2  experiment is to measure the anomalous 

magnetic moment of the muon to a precision of  0.14 ppm 
•  Requirements of the tracker  

•  Measures muon beam dynamics   
•  Reduces calorimeter systematics 

•  Restrictions on the tracker  
•  Small space 
•  Minimal vacuum load 
•  Minimal impact on the magnetic field  
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D. Muon storage-ring magnet

The muon storage ring [18] is a superferric ‘‘C’’-shaped
magnet, 7.112 m in central orbit radius, and open on the
inside to permit the decay electrons to curl inward to the
detectors (Fig. 6). A 5 V power supply drives a 5177 A
current in the three NbTi/Cu superconducting coils.
Feedback to the power supply from the NMR field mea-
surements maintains the field stability to several ppm. The
field is designed to be vertical and uniform at a central
value of 1.4513 T. High-quality steel, having a maximum
of 0.08% carbon, is used in the yoke. Low-carbon steel is
used for the poles primarily because the fabrication process
of continuous cast steel greatly minimizes impurities such
as inclusions of ferritic or other extraneous material and air
bubbles. An air gap between the yoke and the higher
quality pole pieces decouples the field in the storage region
from nonuniformities in the yoke. Steel wedge shims are
placed in the air gap. Eighty low-current surface-correction
coils go around the ring on the pole-piece faces for active
trimming of the field. The opening between the pole faces
is 180 mm and the storage region is 90 mm in diameter. A
vertical cross section of the storage-ring illustrating some
of these key features is shown in Fig. 7. Selected storage-
ring parameters are listed in Table VI.

Attaining high field uniformity requires a series of pas-
sive shimming adjustments, starting far from and then
proceeding towards the storage region. First the 12 upper-
and lower-yoke adjustment plates are shimmed by placing

precision spacers between them and the yoke steel, mod-
ifying the air gap. Next the 1000 wedge shims in the yoke
pole-piece air gap are adjusted. With a wedge angle of
50 mrad, adjusting the wedge position radially by 1 mm
changes the thickness of iron at the center of the storage
aperture by 50 !m. The wedge angle is set to compensate
the quadrupole component, and radial adjustments of the
wedge and other changes to the air gap are used to shim the
local dipole field. The local sextupole field is minimized by
changing the thickness of the 144 edge shims, which sit on
the inner and outer radial edges of the pole faces. Higher
moments, largely uniform around the ring, are reduced by
adjusting the 240 surface-correction coils, which run azi-
muthally for 360 deg along the surface of the pole faces.
They are controlled through 16 programmable current
elements. With adjustments made, the azimuthally aver-
aged magnetic field in the storage volume had a uniformity
of ’ 1 ppm during data-taking runs.

The main temporal variation in the magnetic-field uni-
formity is associated with radial field changes from sea-
sonal and diurnal drift in the iron temperature. Because of
the C magnet geometry, increasing (or decreasing) the
outside yoke temperature can tilt the pole faces together
(or apart), creating a radial gradient. The yoke steel was
insulated prior to the R98 run with 150 mm of fiberglass to
reduce the magnetic-field variation with external tempera-
ture changes to a negligible level.
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FIG. 8. The (g! 2) storage-ring layout. The 24 numbers rep-
resent the locations of the calorimeters immediately downstream
of the scalloped vacuum chamber subsections. Inside the vacuum
are four quadrupole sections (Q1–Q4), three kicker plates (K1–
K3) and full-aperture (C) and half-aperture ( 1

2 C) collimators.
The traceback chambers follow a truncated scalloped vacuum
chamber subsection.

TABLE VI. Selected muon storage-ring parameters.

Parameter Value

Nominal magnetic field 1.4513 T
Nominal current 5200 A
Equilibrium orbit radius 7.112 m
Muon storage region diameter 90 mm
Magnet gap 180 mm
Stored energy 6 MJ
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FIG. 7. Cross sectional view of the C magnet.
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Figure 20.2: Placement of the tracking detectors in the muon storage ring. The detectors
can be seen in front of calorimeter stations 15 and 21.

20.3 Recommended Design

The recommended design is an array of straw tubes with alternating planes oriented 7.5�

from the vertical direction We refer to the plane with negative slope as the U plane and
the plane with the positive slope as the V plane with respect to the radial-vertical plane.
The DC nature of the beam requires a tracker with multiple planes spread out over as long
a lever arm as possible. The required number of planes, along with the need to minimize
multiple scattering lead to the choice of a gas based detector. The requirement to place the
detectors in the vacuum leads to the choice of straws since the circular geometry can hold
the di↵erential pressure with minimal wall thickness.

20.3.1 Mechanical Design

The design is to have two tracking detectors placed at approximately 180 and 270 degrees
from the injection point as shown in Fig. 20.2. These locations have a clear line of sight to
the muon beam. The vacuum chambers in these locations will be modified to contain large



Tracker Test Beam Prototype 
•  32 channel straw tracker prototype (Liverpool and Fermilab) 

•  Straws are mylar metalized with aluminum on the outside and 
gold/aluminum on the inside 

•  5mm in diamter  
•  Using 25 micron gold plated tungsten wire for the anode.  
•  2 doublet u/v layers  

•  Used prototype electronics 
       (Boston and Fermilab) 



Test Beam Setup  
• Used the 4 MWPCs provided 
• Used the scintillator paddles 

for common stop signal 
• MIDAS Daq  
•  Tests:  

•  Move table to scan across 
straws 

•  Did a high voltage scan 
•  Goal is to determine 

resolution 



Preliminary Results   
•  Hits in both the u and v layers of the prototype  

TDC Channel Number  



Next Steps   

• Finish analyzing data from this run  
• Will return to FTBF in April for  a test run 

that includes the vacuum chamber  
 


